PDA – Case Presentations
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Knowing When to Pull the Trigger
This Talk...

• Number of Cases

• Varying Anatomy

• Varying Devices (OUS)

• Some Good...some not so good!
Straightforward Device Case
Deployment and Release
Getting a Coil Right
Getting a Coil Right
Final Result
Which Device to Use?
ADO II AS
ADOII AS
Post Deployment
TTE Assessment
No LPA Stenosis
Pre Discharge TTE
Moderate Sized Ductus
Sizing
8:6 Occlutech Long Shank
Occlutech PDA Device

- Very Similar to St Jude device
- Standard Shank and Long Shank
- Beware of transition though AGA sheath
AVPII 10mm
AVPII Redeployment
Maybe not Ugly....
Certainly not a Looker!
5kg Infant with CCF
Large PDA
Maybe not Ugly....
Certainly not a Looker!
Maybe not Ugly....
Certainly not a Looker!
Device Deployment
Pre-Discharge
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